
See the exciting new products available NOW!
Log on to 

www.zoo-phonics.com 
or call us at 

1.800.622.8104 
for available dates and times of a Zoo-phonics Workshop!

Interactive ZOOm Workshops
Join us LIVE via Zoom, for a Zoo-phonics 
Interactive and Comprehensive Workshop 
(Part I) with a Certified Presenter. 
Attending this interactive Zoo-phonics 
Workshop enables anyone, parent or 
educator, to quickly and effectively learn 
how to teach all aspects of the Zoo-phonics 
Mnemonic & Multisensory Language 
Arts Curriculum, all from the comfort 

of home! This virtual experience mimics 
our in-person Comprehensive Workshops 
and will demonstrate how combining all 
aspects of the language arts process with 
fun and physical activities helps reach each 
unique child you teach, regardless of age, 
stage, ability or home language spoken. 
It also shows you how to connect all 
academic subjects to the Animal Alphabet!



IncredibleValue!

Zoophonia’s “a - z” Alphabet Jamboree
Sing and dance along with all of your favorite Zoo-phonics Animal Alphabet 
Friends in this all-new musical album! Zoophonia’s “a - z” Alphabet Jamboree 
features 26 songs, each staring one of the Zoo-phonics Animal Letters. The 
melodies reflect the country from which each Animal lives. It is a literacy, 
multi-cultural, and science experience rolled into one great product! These 
songs are sure to have your children up and out of their seats, wiggling, 
dancing, and singing along! This playful album is sure to be a hit both at 
home or in the classroom.

Order Number ZJB4200 Price $29.95

Safari Sid’s Signal and Sound Practice
Get up and out of your seats as you learn the alphabet with Safari 
Sid! Join Zoophonia’s favorite nephew, Safari Sid, as he takes you and 
your children on a playful journey to discover all 26 of the Zoo-phonics 
Animal Letter shapes, sounds and Body Signals. This lively video is 
perfect for learning the proper way to sound and Signal each lowercase 
letter! Knowing the sounds of the lowercase letters help ease children 
into the reading, spelling and writing process much easier and earlier 
than is normally expected. And it’s still a “developmentally appropriate 
practice” because it is physical, playful and concrete! This video is great 
for home and classroom.

Order Number SSID20 Price $21.95

Sing, Signal and Sound with Zoophonia
Zoophonia and our Animal Letter Friends come alive in Zoo-phonics’ 
newest digital product. There are 26 videos (songs, animation, and real 

animals in their natural habitats) that teach 
all about the Zoo-phonics Animal Alphabet 
and the Animals themselves! Each song 
is filled with words that start with that 
Animal Letter’s sound (bubba bear is 
bashfully brave!). Listen carefully to the 
music behind the lyrics! It represents 
the country from which each Animal 
lives. Zoophonia will show children how 
to Signal and sound each Animal Letter 
as the letter morphs from Animal to 
Letter to Animal Letter! This is great for 
home and classroom.

Order Number ZSS20  Price $79.95

Toddler Cubs Alphabet Kit
The Zoo-phonics Toddler Cubs Alphabet Kit will help 
your young toddlers develop receptive and expressive 
language as they learn the sounds of their language. 
The Zoo-phonics Alphabet, with its colorful and inviting 
Animal Letters and up-and-out-of-your-seats alphabet 
play, teaches critical speech articulation, language, and 
literacy skills. You will watch your toddlers’ language 
explode as you use the Animal Alphabet in various games 
and activities. Help your parents to easily learn how to 
help their children at home.

Order Number TCK1018 Price $199.95

The Reading Adventure Home Kit
The Zoo-phonics Reading Adventure Home Kit is a fun, physical, and 
an easy-to-use mnemonic and multisensory “home” language arts 
curriculum. This combination of Zoo-phonics products will inspire and 
excite your young child’s “reading adventure,” starting with the alphabet. 
The curriculum is flexible and can be used by various ages in the family. 
Created by two award-winning teachers, this Reading Adventure Home Kit 
provides a unique and playful curriculum that involves your child’s heart, 
brain and body. Not only will your child gain literacy skills, but will enjoy 
connections with other academic subjects as well.

Order Number RAH0120 Price $199.95

Zoo-Family Fun Game Bundle
For a limited time we are offering all three of these great games for only $29.95! 
These games are fantastic for play at home with the family, or in a classroom setting!

ZOB0090

GGG4197

CRD0110

Zoo-Bingo “a-z”
This packet of 30 double-faced bingo cards includes 
a caller’s card and features Animals on one side, 
Merged Animal/Letters on the reverse side.

3 in 1 Game “a-z”
This deck of 53 cards can be used to play  
three different games (Old Maid, Zoo-Fish, 
Zoo-Memory). You can use them to spell 
words and read them too!

Gordo Gorilla’s Banana Party
This Signal and sound reinforcement 
game is for two to eight players or 
teams. It delightfully reinforces the 
alphabet and provides a base for more 
challenging skills development. 

Order Number Z3G2020 Price $29.95
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Explore the new and exciting ways

Zoo-phonics makes learning fun!

Order by calling 1.800.622.8104 • Visit our website at www.zoo-phonics.comOrder by calling 1.800.622.8104 • Visit our website at www.zoo-phonics.com


